Introduction
============

Levothyroxine (LT4) is one of the most widely used drugs worldwide. Its prescription has increased over the last 15 years and is projected to increase further over the next decade according to nationwide data from the National Health Service in the United Kingdom.[@b1-dic-8-212597] Its primary indication as a prescription drug is in the treatment of hypothyroidism.[@b2-dic-8-212597]--[@b4-dic-8-212597] The synthetic hormone has almost completely replaced earlier preparations derived from desiccated thyroid extracts (DTE) of bovine or porcine origin.[@b5-dic-8-212597],[@b6-dic-8-212597] The treatment goal can be generally defined as substitution of a hormonal deficit, aiming at restoring the previous euthyroid state.[@b7-dic-8-212597] The drug has a long history of successful use and favourable safety record since its broad introduction to clinical medicine in the 1970s.[@b6-dic-8-212597],[@b8-dic-8-212597] Nevertheless, the use of LT4 still raises unresolved issues and substantial controversy.[@b9-dic-8-212597]--[@b11-dic-8-212597] Important areas of the current debate raise simple questions that are not so easy to answer[@b12-dic-8-212597]. For example, when to initiate substitution, which is equivalent to asking at what point a person is deemed truly hypothyroid, requiring hormonal substitution for optimum health? What is the adequate dose and therapeutic range for LT4, as hormones, unlike other drugs, do not work on a fixed-dose regimen, rather requiring variable dosing adjusted to the specific needs of each patient? Which may be the best mode of treatment, as LT4 replaces only the main hormone physiologically secreted, but not its sister hormone triiodothyronine (T3) co-secreted with tetraiodothyronine (T4) in a lesser amount by the human thyroid[@b13-dic-8-212597],[@b14-dic-8-212597]? Apart from its well-known pharmacological properties, the practical administration of LT4 as a drug requires consideration of two main aspects: evaluating the presence of hypothyroidism to define indication for treatment and assessing subsequent success in the restoration of euthyroidism.

Methods
=======

A literature search was performed on PubMed in April 2019 with the English search terms 'hypothyroidism AND levothyroxine treatment' and a focus on more recent publications within the last 5 years, retrieving 1569 references. There were 225 published prospective and 287 retrospective studies identified over the last decade. Titles, abstracts, and selective full texts were screened by the authors with a focus on obtaining novel insights into pharmacological properties, efficacy, efficiency in practical use, and adverse effects. Thematic review articles were prioritised over citing multiple single studies. Unlike in previous systematic reports and meta-analyses on the topic, prior classification according to evidence-based medicine was not a limitation for selection, because high-ranking evidence may be equally compromised for more fundamental reasons and due to particularities unique to thyroid parameters, discussed later, such as individuality index, lack of ergodicity, and interlocking homeostatic equilibria. When dealing with current controversies and unresolved issues, we employed mathematical principles, methodological rigour, and subjective judgment.

Pharmacological properties of LT4
=================================

LT4 is a long-lived drug with a plasma half-life of approximately 7 days, which amongst other influences is modulated by thyroid function itself.[@b15-dic-8-212597] The drug is commonly administered as a single oral dose taken in the fasting state 30 minutes before breakfast in the morning.[@b16-dic-8-212597] Bedtime use is less common but may be equally effective according to some studies.[@b17-dic-8-212597]--[@b20-dic-8-212597] LT4 is readily absorbed via an active, energy-dependent, and saturable mechanism in the small intestine (duodenum, jejunum, and ileum) with an absorption rate \>80%, although some issues may occasionally arise in the presence of gastrointestinal diseases, for example, coeliac disease, or due to the interferences of other drugs.[@b7-dic-8-212597],[@b21-dic-8-212597] Replacement required in athyreotic patients may be commenced at full dose (approximately 1.6 μg/kg body weight) in most cases, except for patients with severe or unstable cardiac disease, and individually adjusted during follow-up according to clinical symptoms and biochemical parameters.[@b7-dic-8-212597],[@b22-dic-8-212597] In the presence of functional residual thyroid tissue, substitution with lower doses may suffice. Of note, biochemical markers should be monitored in equilibrium, which for thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) is only achieved with a delay of 4--6 weeks after the commencement of LT4 treatment or a change in dose. The volume of LT4 distribution is approximately 0.2 L/kg and the metabolic clearance is approximately 1.32 L/d, occurring mainly in the liver, kidney, brain and muscle tissue.[@b15-dic-8-212597],[@b23-dic-8-212597] In the circulation, LT4 is reversibly bound in excess of 99% to three plasma proteins, namely thyroxine-binding globulin, transthyretin, and albumin.[@b15-dic-8-212597] Only a minute fraction of the free unbound hormone is biologically active. Being mainly a prodrug, LT4 is activated though metabolisation by enzymatic 5′-deiodination into the biologically more active derivative T3, due to the actions of two types of iodothyronine deiodinases, type 1 and type 2, which are differentially expressed by various organs.[@b24-dic-8-212597],[@b25-dic-8-212597] Another deiodinase (type 3) catalyses the inner ring deiodination of T4, inactivating it to reverse triiodothyronine (rT3), and also of T3, degrading it to 3,3′-diiodothyronine (T2).[@b24-dic-8-212597] T4 and T3 are actively transported across the cell membrane through specific thyroid hormone transporters, and within the cell T3 is subject to further trafficking to the nucleus, where it binds with an approximately 10 times higher affinity than T4 in a complex with thyroid hormone receptors to DNA.[@b26-dic-8-212597],[@b27-dic-8-212597] It thereby up- or down-regulates a plethora of genes to exert its genomic actions.[@b28-dic-8-212597] Although genomic T4 actions termed type 1 signalling according to a recently proposed classification by Flamant and colleagues[@b29-dic-8-212597] depend on T3 activating pathways, non-genomic effects of the hormone -- although still not well understood -- also exist, mostly mediated by indirect binding to nuclear receptors via adaptor proteins (type 2 signalling), binding to cytosolic receptors (type 3 signalling) and to membrane-based integrin receptors (type 4 signalling).[@b30-dic-8-212597] Of note, these signalling types are differently controlled by T4 and T3, and the feedback loop is closed by type 1 signalling only.[@b31-dic-8-212597]

LT4 as a pharmacological compound is synthesised to be identical to the natural hormone,[@b32-dic-8-212597] and, for that reason, is generally well tolerated when used correctly. Although the drug has been proven efficacious in the treatment of hypothyroidism,[@b2-dic-8-212597],[@b4-dic-8-212597] optimum efficiency in eliminating hypothyroidism and fully restoring euthyroidism as a treatment goal is more difficult to ascertain. Lower quality-of-life scores were reported in studies by patients receiving LT4, compared to the healthy population.[@b33-dic-8-212597]--[@b36-dic-8-212597]

Adverse effects arise mainly from either underdosing, not restoring a euthyroid state, or overdose, mimicking signs and symptoms of hyperthyroidism. Symptoms of overtreatment revert after pausing and adjusting daily LT4 dose. Although intolerance to the base formulation may rarely occur, interference with other drugs or comorbidities is more prevalent.[@b21-dic-8-212597] For treating severe conditions of hypothyroidism and in the case of resorption problems, injectable and liquid formulations are available.[@b37-dic-8-212597],[@b38-dic-8-212597] It should be noted that although different brands of LT4 share the same pharmacological substance, they may differ in their formulations and galenics and are therefore not readily interchangeable.[@b39-dic-8-212597]

Disease definition of hypothyroidism
====================================

Hypothyroidism can be best defined formally as a state of undersupply of the body with thyroid hormones and/or a resulting lack of response of the organism to hormonal actions. This definition has been frequently used in older text books.[@b40-dic-8-212597] Depending on the severity of the deficiency, the manifestation of clinical disease may vary from an entirely asymptomatic presentation to the typical yet complex hypothyroid syndrome produced by the many signs and symptoms of thyroid hormone deficiencies, and, more rarely, to the extreme of myxoedemic coma. Clinical scores have been developed but have demonstrated only limited sensitivity and specificity.[@b41-dic-8-212597],[@b42-dic-8-212597]

Hypothyroidism is a prevalent endocrine disease with a female preponderance of four-fold, compared to men, increasing with older age. Disease prevalence in European countries and the United States is estimated to be 1--3% for overt hypothyroidism and 6--10% for subclinical hypothyroidism.[@b43-dic-8-212597]--[@b48-dic-8-212597] The disease is commonly classified according to the localisation of the deficiency, primary hypothyroidism resulting from thyroid gland failure to produce sufficient amounts of thyroid hormones. Secondary hypothyroidism arises from regulatory deficiencies and a lack of TSH stimulation to the thyroid gland in pituitary failure -- frequently accompanied by other pituitary deficiencies such as hypocortisolism and hypogonadism.[@b49-dic-8-212597] Tertiary hypothyroidism may occur in the presence of hypothalamic disorders.[@b49-dic-8-212597] Despite an adequate glandular supply of the body with T4, decreased responsiveness of target organs may be caused by hereditary or acquired syndromes of resistance to thyroid hormone or failure of conversion of T4 into T3.[@b50-dic-8-212597]--[@b54-dic-8-212597]

Ambiguities in the disease definition have left practitioners confused as to the scope of pertinent recommendations. The most prevalent aetiology of primary hypothyroidism in iodine-sufficient areas is a chronic autoimmune process, autoimmune thyroiditis, or Hashimoto's thyroiditis if accompanied by an enlarged thyroid gland despite a hormonal deficit in thyroid hormone production.[@b45-dic-8-212597],[@b48-dic-8-212597] The second frequent cause is ablative or disruptive therapeutic measures such as thyroidectomy, radioiodine treatment, or medical interventions. It is prognostically important both to unequivocally establish the presence of a thyroid disease during the diagnostic workup and to differentiate the aetiology and origin of the disease. Transient forms of hypothyroidism such as deQuervain thyroiditis, silent thyroiditis, TSH-R-Ab-mediated Hashimoto's thyroiditis or Hashitoxicosis are infrequent, but have to be recognised, as those conditions may not require lifelong thyroid hormone replacement. It is controversial if treatment with thyroid hormones is beneficial in non-thyroidal illness syndrome with low T3 or if it confers detrimental effects, as suggested by some studies.[@b55-dic-8-212597],[@b56-dic-8-212597]

Contraindications are few, including thyrotoxicosis of any aetiology, the early phase of acute myocardial infarction, and a hypersensitivity to levothyroxine sodium or any component of the formulation. In patients with adrenal insufficiency (Schmidt syndrome or pituitary failure), LT4 administration may cause an acute life-threatening adrenal crisis,[@b57-dic-8-212597] and the treatment must therefore be deferred until the adrenal insufficiency has been stably corrected.

Laboratory-based definition of hypothyroidism
=============================================

The thyroid gland is physiologically not independently capable of maintaining adequate thyroid hormone supply, requiring thyroid hormone production rates to be raised by pituitary TSH stimulation to both escape hypothyroidism and increase T4 to T3 conversion efficiency.[@b58-dic-8-212597] Thyroid hormones, in turn, exert a negative feedback on pituitary TSH secretion to prevent their overproduction.[@b59-dic-8-212597] Modern thyroid test strategies have exploited the relationship between TSH and thyroid hormones for diagnostic purposes.[@b60-dic-8-212597] Other TSH receptor agonists may mimic the actions of TSH in an uncontrolled manner, such as human chorionic gonadotropin in pregnancy and TSH receptor antibodies in Graves' disease.[@b61-dic-8-212597],[@b62-dic-8-212597] Notably, the contemporary definition of hypothyroidism is exclusively laboratory-based, relying heavily on the measurement of pituitary TSH.[@b7-dic-8-212597] Formally, a confirmed elevated serum TSH level in the presence of free thyroxine (FT4) concentrations still within the population reference range is termed subclinical hypothyroidism, whereas a combination of FT4 measurement below its range with an elevated TSH concentration defines primary hypothyroidism. Although TSH measurement using modern assay technology is advantageous in providing a sensitive screening tool for primary hypothyroidism, this TSH-centred strategy applies only to the diagnosis of primary hypothyroidism, failing in the cases of secondary hypothyroidism and non-thyroidal illness.[@b63-dic-8-212597]

The TSH-centred strategy has not remained unchallenged, and the deficiencies of this approach in its lack of diagnostic specificity and reliability have been reviewed elsewhere.[@b64-dic-8-212597] The problem is more fundamentally rooted in the nature of thyroid hormone activity and the principles guiding their regulation.[@b59-dic-8-212597],[@b65-dic-8-212597],[@b66-dic-8-212597] Consequently, recent guidelines have separated therapeutic targets from diagnostic criteria, recommending to withhold LT4 substitution in a substantial portion of patients with subclinical hypothyroidism until TSH concentrations exceed a higher threshold of 10 mIU/L.[@b7-dic-8-212597] This is higher than the upper limit of the diagnostic reference range defining the disease, which for most assays is approximately 4 mIU/L.[@b7-dic-8-212597] This elevated decision point setting appears to stem from a desire to minimise the application of therapy in patients who may not require it.[@b7-dic-8-212597],[@b67-dic-8-212597],[@b68-dic-8-212597] Accordingly, as for indicating treatment of hypothyroidism, clinicians are left with a paradox that establishing a diagnosis of subclinical hypothyroidism no longer implies that the disease may warrant treatment. This has created a dilemma for the disease understanding of practitioners and patient communication, reigniting the debate whether subclinical hypothyroidism should be regarded as a laboratory constellation rather than a clinical disease entity.[@b46-dic-8-212597],[@b69-dic-8-212597] To appreciate the strengths and deficiencies of the process, the evaluation of a patient with hypothyroidism must be reassessed.

Assessment of a patient with hypothyroidism
===========================================

Although a disease is commonly characterised by specific signs and distinctive symptoms, this is different for hypothyroidism. A person with the hormone deficiency may typically complain about the full complex, yet characteristic spectrum, of hypothyroid symptoms, including fatigue, tiredness, lack of energy, weakness, cold intolerance, decreased body temperature, weight gain, loss of appetite, hair loss, slow heart rate, muscle aches, constipation, menstrual irregularities, change in sexual desire and function, and depressive mood. Physical examination may uncover hypothyroid signs such as swollen eyelids, puffy face, reduced facial expression, pale dry skin, coarse hair, enlarged tongue, coarse voice, slow speech, slow pulse rate, muscle weakness, and sluggish reflexes. However, many patients present less conspicuously with few and minor signs of the disease, and in about 50% of cases apparent symptoms are absent. Furthermore, hypothyroid symptoms tend to overlap with a multitude of other conditions, their differential diagnosis involving a vast spectrum of other diseases.[@b70-dic-8-212597]--[@b73-dic-8-212597] Clinicians have therefore embraced the convenience of serum TSH measurement, giving it a pre-eminent position in diagnosing primary hypothyroidism and also defining treatment success as achievement of a TSH target rather than a favourable clinical outcome.[@b7-dic-8-212597],[@b74-dic-8-212597]

As a laboratory test, third-generation TSH assays perform very well, yielding sensitivities above 95% and specificities between 93 and 97%.[@b60-dic-8-212597],[@b75-dic-8-212597],[@b76-dic-8-212597] However, this excellent test performance does not equivalently translate into diagnostic performance, as diagnostic accuracy in post-test probability also depends on disease prevalence.[@b77-dic-8-212597] When screening a population with a 1% prevalence of hypothyroidism without any further information with a 97% accurate test, the post-test probability for a person with a positive test result to be truly hypothyroid is only 24%.[@b77-dic-8-212597] TSH measurements must therefore be critically reviewed in the context of the specific situation considering the patient's full history and presentation.

Another critical area in the diagnostic process of hypothyroidism is the meaning of the reference range of TSH and thyroid hormones, defined as 95% of healthy subjects drawn from that population. Importantly, thyroid parameters are exceptional in two ways: (1) highly individual personal traits, as their variation within a subject is narrow, compared to the population's range or between-subject variation[@b78-dic-8-212597]; (2) interlocked, as FT4 is raised by TSH to a healthy level appropriate for each individual.[@b58-dic-8-212597]

The imbalance between contributors to the biologic variation compromises the reliability of a reference range to detect a pathological test result in a person. According to Andersen and colleagues, the reference range works as intended with a ratio of the intra-individual variation to the inter-individual variation greater than 1.4, but for TSH and thyroid hormones where the ratio is less than 0.6 the population-based reference range is an insensitive measure in most individuals.[@b79-dic-8-212597] The conditional equilibrium formed between TSH and FT4 is called the setpoint, a narrow individual integrator of the stimulation of thyroid hormone production by TSH and negative feedback control of thyroid hormones upon TSH.[@b62-dic-8-212597] [Figure 1a](#f1-dic-8-212597){ref-type="fig"} depicts the relatively wide reference range, the narrower (approximately half as wide) normal range of a single person, and the even narrower setpoint of a person in a defined condition. The interlocking equilibria of TSH and FT4 result in a kite-shaped distribution of the setpoints.[@b66-dic-8-212597] This is profoundly different from assuming two independent univariate reference ranges for TSH and FT4 whose graphical interaction describes a rectangle. Unlike a fixed TSH threshold for all patients in the population, it renders the discriminatory TSH threshold between the euthyroid and hypothyroid state variable amongst the individuals in a population and, in an individual, conditionally dependent on paired FT4 concentrations or setpoints.[@b66-dic-8-212597],[@b80-dic-8-212597]

Another controlling element and major contributor to variation arises from TSH providing feed-forward stimulation of the enzymes deiodinase 1 and 2, adjusting T4 to T3 conversion rates to genetically determined personal needs and varying conditional requirements.[@b81-dic-8-212597]--[@b84-dic-8-212597] This pathway is important in providing relational T3 stability in thyroid health, rendering T3 generation to a considerable extent independent of T4 supply.[@b58-dic-8-212597],[@b85-dic-8-212597] However, the process fails in LT4-treated athyreotic patients, altering the equilibria between free triiodothyonine (FT3), FT4, and TSH, compared to the healthy state.[@b58-dic-8-212597],[@b86-dic-8-212597]--[@b88-dic-8-212597] Consequently, a certain TSH level obtained in a person in thyroid health cannot equally serve as a treatment target for LT4 replacement after the patient has undergone thyroidectomy.[@b87-dic-8-212597] Similarly, these mechanisms play out in opposite directions in a patient suffering from autoimmune thyroiditis. TSH elevation ensuing with declining thyroid function enhances the proportional production of T3, either synthesised or converted from T4 in the thyroid gland and other organs, thereby protecting the organism against imminent thyroid failure until the destructive disease has progressed to the atrophic end stage.[@b82-dic-8-212597] Disease progression is generally slow, and many patients with subclinical hypothyroidism may never progress to overt hypothyroidism.[@b89-dic-8-212597]

For these fundamental reasons, the TSH reference range obtained in a healthy population cannot be used as a reliable indicator for an individual person's true thyroid status.[@b59-dic-8-212597] Nor can it define requirement of treatment alone and serve as adequate target for LT4 therapy.[@b64-dic-8-212597]

Lack of generality and requirement for individualisation
========================================================

Population-based reference ranges, although able to describe the distribution of thyroid parameters in populations, are by design unable to reliably define the thyroid status at the individual level. Applying averaged findings from a population requires their applicability to each and every member of it.[@b90-dic-8-212597]--[@b92-dic-8-212597] As a mathematical prerequisite for a generalisation from the population to the personal level -- specified in the framework of ergodicity[@b90-dic-8-212597] -- all subjects are required to share the population moments. This does not hold true for TSH and thyroid hormones where trait-like differences in the genetically determined and conditionally modified setpoints prevail amongst individuals with structural change occurring over time.

The consequences are far reaching. Disease transition must be redefined according to criteria of structural change amongst the system parameters. The latter constitute trait-like characteristic of each subject and produce personally defined boundaries for TSH and thyroid hormones ([Figure 1b](#f1-dic-8-212597){ref-type="fig"}). The appropriateness of a TSH response is defined by adjusted setpoints, not by statistically invariant relationships.[@b64-dic-8-212597] Patients follow individual trajectories from the euthyroid to the hypothyroid state or vice versa when treated with LT4.[@b93-dic-8-212597] This behaviour produces a wide 'grey' zone at the population level where the thyroid state is imprecisely defined for an individual ([Figure 1](#f1-dic-8-212597){ref-type="fig"}). In that grey zone, ranging from approximately 2 to 10 mIU/L TSH, it is virtually impossible to determine the underlying thyroid status from a TSH measurement alone.

The resulting ambiguity and limited value of TSH measurements in defining the euthyroid status has been convincingly documented by large epidemiological studies. For instance, a systematic review concluded that higher circulating FT4 levels, but not TSH levels, were associated with an increased risk of incident atrial fibrillation in euthyroid individuals.[@b94-dic-8-212597],[@b95-dic-8-212597] A prospective study in LT4-treated athyreotic patients with thyroid cancer found that patients with mildly suppressed TSH levels were closest to euthyroid, whereas TSH levels within the reference range were still indicative of tissue hypothyroidism in these patients as determined by surrogate markers.[@b96-dic-8-212597]

The current state of affairs has left both practitioners and patients increasingly dissatisfied. A large online survey amongst thyroid patients conducted by the American Thyroid Association revealed widespread dissatisfaction with standard LT4 treatment, and in their subjective view, respondents indicated a preference for satisfying alternatives.[@b97-dic-8-212597] In another recent survey amongst members of the American Thyroid Association, most thyroid specialists favourably considered therapies alternative to LT4 treatment in hypothyroid patients, but which are not endorsed by official society guidelines.[@b11-dic-8-212597]

It has become increasingly apparent that a historic experiment using an ill-founded 'one size fits all' approach and a simplistic TSH-centred method for defining a prevalent disease such as hypothyroidism has failed.[@b98-dic-8-212597] TSH measurement cannot be dissociated from either the clinical presentation of the patient, the specific underlying condition it applies to, its intricate interlocking pattern with thyroid hormones, or its personal trait-like nonergodicity ([Figure 1](#f1-dic-8-212597){ref-type="fig"}).

A revisitation of basic science and endocrine principles in dealing with a control parameter such as TSH may offer a way to improving the definition of hypothyroidism in the future as a variably manifesting disease with a wide clinical spectrum of signs and symptoms and non-ergodic hormone profiles. Consideration of individual trajectories when a patient is transitioning from the euthyroid to the hypothyroid state and the reconstruction of personal setpoints seems to be a better alternative to reliance on the population range, awaiting further exploration and confirmation of their clinical utility.

Drug selection in the treatment of hypothyroidism
=================================================

Although LT4 has been the guideline-endorsed standard treatment for hypothyroidism since its introduction in the 1970s, the universality of this choice has been disputed.[@b99-dic-8-212597],[@b100-dic-8-212597] Critics have argued that the transition from the earlier use of thyroid extracts, which still remain a popular choice amongst patients, to LT4 was not supported by strict evidence-based criteria at that time, and a few rigorous comparative studies have only emerged recently.[@b98-dic-8-212597],[@b101-dic-8-212597] Comparisons of two synthetic drugs, LT4 and a combination of liothyronine (LT3)/LT4 have been attempted by numerous randomised controlled trials and derived meta-analyses, but could not confirm a clear clinical benefit of one drug regimen over the other, mostly based on quality-of-life measures.[@b13-dic-8-212597],[@b102-dic-8-212597]--[@b106-dic-8-212597] However, limitations in the pharmacokinetics of T3 and serious flaws in design and analysis of these trials have also been pointed out.[@b10-dic-8-212597],[@b16-dic-8-212597] Experimental treatments in rodents have fundamentally challenged the ability of LT4 as a drug to restore true euthyroidism at the tissue level in various organs, which in these studies was only achieved by combinations of LT4 and LT3.[@b107-dic-8-212597]--[@b109-dic-8-212597] Such invasive studies cannot readily be repeated in humans, and differences in thyroid physiology between rodents and humans have been emphasised.[@b110-dic-8-212597],[@b111-dic-8-212597] In particular, the proportional amount of T3 co-secreted with T4 by the thyroid gland is generally assumed to be much lower in humans, compared to rodents, making the T3 supply to human organs putatively autonomously independent of the glandular T3 secretion and locally controlled by the respective organs.[@b112-dic-8-212597] Although true in thyroid health where FT3 levels remain stable over wide variations in T4 supply, this appears to be no longer the case in LT4-treated athyreotic patients where T3 levels become unstable and correlated with T4 supply.[@b58-dic-8-212597],[@b85-dic-8-212597] In the absence of thyroid remnant tissue, the adjustable intra-thyroidal control of T3 generation by TSH via both *de novo* synthesis and conversion from T4 becomes deficient and, unlike in the healthy thyroid state, fails to readily achieve the required compensation.[@b86-dic-8-212597],[@b87-dic-8-212597],[@b113-dic-8-212597] A lack of T3-generating capacity, normally contributed by the thyroid gland itself, can apparently not be adequately compensated by other organs in the absence of a functioning thyroid remnant.[@b59-dic-8-212597],[@b114-dic-8-212597] This challenges a key assumption and pharmacological principle underlying LT4 monotherapy that the supply of the prodrug LT4 would routinely suffice to guarantee adequate autoregulated derivation of sufficient amounts of T3 by the various organs. Notably, a landmark study by Pilo and colleagues, reporting a relatively low direct thyroidal contribution to the T3 pool in human volunteers, has in its design not adequately considered effects on thyroidal T3 secretion when blocking thyroid hormone secretion overall with the administration of Lugol's solution to the study participants.[@b115-dic-8-212597] Apart from its quantitative contribution to the thyroid hormone pool, glandular co-secretion of a minor amount of T3 with T4 may also have an important regulatory role in adjusting the sensitivity of the hypothalamic--pituitary--thyroid feedback control and balancing system equilibria.[@b116-dic-8-212597] A major homeostatic breakdown in the absence of a functioning thyroid gland may, at least in part, explain the demonstrated inability of LT4 replacement alone to restore euthyroidism in experimental animals, together with the reported failure of patients to make a full recovery in their quality-of-life in prospective studies, and dissatisfaction expressed by patients in various formats.[@b9-dic-8-212597],[@b33-dic-8-212597]--[@b36-dic-8-212597],[@b97-dic-8-212597],[@b107-dic-8-212597]--[@b109-dic-8-212597],[@b117-dic-8-212597]

Awaiting future improved trials and availability of improved drug formulations such as slow-release preparation for LT3, which would better facilitate the practical use of LT3-based drugs,[@b118-dic-8-212597],[@b119-dic-8-212597] the choice of treatment of hypothyroidism is expected to remain controversial in the near future. In view of a lack of clear evidence favouring one drug over the other keeping alternative modes of prescription drugs, such as LT3/LT4 combinations and standardised DTE, available seems currently to be the best option to meet different objective requirements of subpopulations with vastly different physiological conditions, for example, athyreotic patients with impaired conversion ability and patients with autoimmune thyroiditis and compensatory T3 production. This may also address the variable needs and expectations of individual thyroid patients, allowing doctors and patients to agree on the most satisfactory solution for each person by trial and error. The role of patient expectations is poorly studied, although it not only influences the subjective perception of the therapy received but also impacts directly on evidence derived from clinical trials, potentially introducing serious bias to reported trial outcomes, including randomised controlled trials (RCTs).[@b120-dic-8-212597]

Patients displaying apparent conversion deficiencies on LT4 monotherapy, either genetically predetermined or acquired through the administration of the drug itself, are natural candidates for a combined replacement regimen with LT3 and LT4. Although this strategy has been empirically used as a criterion of drug selection by practitioners, it awaits further formal proof in this subpopulation. In particular, polymorphic alleles of the *DIO1* and *DIO2* genes have been linked with altered concentrations of TSH, free or total T4 and free or total T3.[@b121-dic-8-212597] Examples associated with decreased conversion efficiency and setpoint elevation of thyroid homeostasis include rs11206244 of the *DIO1* gene and rs225014 of the *DIO2* gene.[@b122-dic-8-212597]--[@b126-dic-8-212597] In carriers of the SNP p.Thr92Ala of *DIO2* (rs225014), deiodinase activity may be especially decreased postsurgery, and, if the SNP rs17606253 of the MCT10 transporter for thyroid hormones is also present, accompanied with a preference for LT3--LT4 combination therapy.[@b127-dic-8-212597],[@b128-dic-8-212597] These and other studies suggest a potential role for genetic testing in tailoring the mode of thyroid replacement.[@b129-dic-8-212597] From a pharmacological point of view, a currently unavailable slow-release preparation could greatly improve the pharmacological properties of LT3 in a combination drug with LT4 to be clinically tested in these patients.[@b119-dic-8-212597],[@b130-dic-8-212597],[@b131-dic-8-212597]

Dose adequacy
=============

Evaluating dose adequacy for LT4 treatment presents another clinical challenge. LT4 dose requirements vary according to various influences including aetiology of disease, body weight, age, time of intake, proximity to food intake, pregnancy, comorbidity, comedication, adherence to medication, and individual responsiveness to the hormone.[@b3-dic-8-212597],[@b21-dic-8-212597],[@b132-dic-8-212597]--[@b135-dic-8-212597] ([Table 1](#t1-dic-8-212597){ref-type="table"}). LT4 treatment is generally commenced with a weight-adjusted dose, estimated either empirically (approximately 1.6 μg kg body weight) or using elaborate algorithms, and further adjusted during follow-up.[@b136-dic-8-212597]--[@b141-dic-8-212597] Higher TSH-suppressive doses have long been used in patients with thyroid cancer but recent recommendations have changed this practice, relaxing dose requirements for patients with favourable long-term prognosis of their cancer.[@b142-dic-8-212597],[@b143-dic-8-212597] Increased physiological requirements of thyroid hormones in pregnancy demand an adjustment of exogenous thyroid hormone supply (approximately 30% increase of the LT4 dose) in hypothyroid women with the onset of pregnancy or ideally even before conception.[@b144-dic-8-212597] For this condition, other particularities in paediatric populations, and patients with rare genetic disorders of thyroid hormone resistance, we refer to dedicated reviews.[@b53-dic-8-212597],[@b145-dic-8-212597],[@b146-dic-8-212597]

Treating an older population with LT4 presents a particular diagnostic and therapeutic challenge.[@b68-dic-8-212597] Whilst the prevalence of hypothyroidism increases with age, so does the physiological TSH range in patients over 65 years, although not all studies have confirmed this trend.[@b45-dic-8-212597],[@b147-dic-8-212597],[@b148-dic-8-212597] Hypothyroidism was retrospectively associated with increased all-cause mortality in an older Taiwanese population, and LT4 treatment reduced this risk.[@b149-dic-8-212597] In contrast, another case--control study reported that LT4 treatment-related mortality is increased in the elderly.[@b150-dic-8-212597] In centenarians, levels of TSH abnormally high for younger individuals were even linked to longevity.[@b151-dic-8-212597] A double-blinded, randomised, placebo-controlled trial found no benefit of LT4 treatment for older individuals with subclinical hypothyroidism, but the absence of clinical symptoms, lack of information on antibody status, and only moderately elevated TSH levels for that age group have been of concern.[@b67-dic-8-212597] The presence of multimorbidity may mask hypothyroid symptoms, and frailty may be aggravated by higher circulating FT4 concentrations.[@b152-dic-8-212597] Of potential relevance for older patients taking LT4, T4 has also been shown to promote the proliferation of cancer cells in vitro through its interaction with the αvß3 integrin receptor.[@b153-dic-8-212597] Deiodinase activity estimated by the FT3/FT4 ratio was also documented as an independent marker of both frailty and survival in a geriatric population, even in the presence of normal FT3 values ruling out low-T3 syndrome.[@b154-dic-8-212597] This exemplifies the complexity of the treatment decision in older patients.

Guidelines have recommended using the population's reference range of TSH as a treatment target, assuming the pituitary gland of a patient would under all circumstances reflect a correct assessment of the respective thyroid status of the individual.[@b7-dic-8-212597],[@b155-dic-8-212597] However, upon closer scrutiny, this strategy and assumption does not hold up. The equilibria between FT3, FT4, and TSH have been shown to be strongly displaced in patients receiving LT4 treatment after thyroidectomy compared to their previous healthy state. Because LT4 treatment fails to re-enact normal euthyroid physiology, based on physiological principles discussed earlier, a disconnect between the FT4--TSH feedback and T3 production arises in these patients receiving LT4, which persists even when sufficient amounts of LT4 are supplied to apparently restore biochemical euthyroidism.[@b88-dic-8-212597],[@b112-dic-8-212597],[@b156-dic-8-212597] Measurement of pituitary TSH can therefore not be regarded as an adequate measure of thyroid hormone-controlled homoeostasis during LT4 treatment.[@b64-dic-8-212597] If anything, serum FT3 serum concentrations, but not TSH, appear to be the most useful single biochemical indicator for symptom relief in patients treated with LT4, except for patients with concomitant non-thyroidal illness (low-T3 syndrome) where T3 measurements are compromised or in rare syndromes of thyroid hormone resistance.[@b63-dic-8-212597],[@b95-dic-8-212597],[@b156-dic-8-212597]

The simplistic interpretation of the role of TSH merely as a passive reflector of peripheral thyroid status has been profoundly misguided. The pituitary is not following but leading the way, providing anticipatory corrective action before the system fails.[@b58-dic-8-212597],[@b108-dic-8-212597],[@b157-dic-8-212597],[@b158-dic-8-212597] This is also exemplified by situations of thyroid allostasis, where the setpoint of the feedback loop is downregulated in situations representing energy deprivation (type 1 allostatic load) and upregulated in anticipated stress (type 2 allostatic load).[@b63-dic-8-212597] In these common scenarios, TSH concentration predominantly mirrors the setpoint, and non-normal TSH concentrations rarely indicate a dysfunction of the thyroid.[@b64-dic-8-212597] Hypothyroidism only ensues if an ongoing corrective action by the system is unsuccessful. A slightly elevated serum TSH level, as observed in subclinical hypothyroidism, is therefore an ambiguous signal, as it can either represent an elevated setpoint, be an expression of successful corrective action by the central system in impending hypothyroidism with slightly reduced (but compensable) thyroid output or a consequence of system failure.[@b63-dic-8-212597],[@b66-dic-8-212597] Subclinical hypothyroidism as per the current definition cannot therefore be used as a disease classifier of true hypothyroidism. Only the bivariate placement of the conjoined FT4--TSH setpoint at equilibrium, but not the reference range for TSH alone, is able to deliver a mathematically correct interpretation of the interlocked response ([Figure 1](#f1-dic-8-212597){ref-type="fig"}).[@b66-dic-8-212597],[@b80-dic-8-212597]

Reconstruction of personal setpoints and the use of calculated homeostatically derived structural parameters may therefore provide suitable additional tools for wider clinical exploration and testing.[@b159-dic-8-212597],[@b160-dic-8-212597] This strategy also allows to compare follow-up measurements with archived markers before the onset of disease whenever available.[@b58-dic-8-212597],[@b87-dic-8-212597] Measurement of FT3, unless compromised in patients with non-thyroidal illness, may be additionally useful for estimating global deiodinase activity.[@b58-dic-8-212597],[@b87-dic-8-212597],[@b95-dic-8-212597],[@b113-dic-8-212597],[@b156-dic-8-212597],[@b160-dic-8-212597]

Trial and error in finding the optimum treatment and empirical corrections to find the right balance between under- and over-treatment must still be expected, given the uncertainty in defining the euthyroid state for an individual by biochemical means and the often nonspecific nature of patient complaints. Such complaints may be unrelated to thyroid function, rather being associated with other factors including the underlying aetiology of the disease (autoimmune process or malignancy), psychological issues of coping with the disease (cancer fear), or epiphenomena such as fatigue and weight gain.[@b35-dic-8-212597],[@b161-dic-8-212597]--[@b163-dic-8-212597] Thyroid autoimmunity per se may be an independent reason for low quality-of-life scores in affected patients, overlapping with a decline in thyroid function.[@b164-dic-8-212597] The development of reliable endpoint markers of tissue hypothyroidism is needed for future direction.[@b109-dic-8-212597] This is not to deny that, for example, in the absence of any thyroid failure, LT4 may display mild antidepressant pharmacological properties, which has different implications and should be evaluated against other antidepressants.[@b165-dic-8-212597]

Adverse drug effects
====================

Acting predominantly as a prodrug, LT4 may be expected to have a superior pharmacological safety profile, compared to the biologically more active LT3. Pharmacologically, the long-lived LT4 compound provides stable long-term serum concentrations with a single daily dosing regimen whereas the shorter-lived drug LT3 displays spikes in serum FT3 concentrations, requiring inconvenient administration in divided daily doses.[@b131-dic-8-212597],[@b166-dic-8-212597] However, the biochemical responses will be non-instantaneous and metabolically damped, making the impact of such spikes less dangerous. Fixed combinations of LT3 and LT4 in a drug face similar challenges of different half-lives of the components, multiple daily dosing requirements for the T3 component, and optimisation of the ratio of the components to be administered. Pharmacodynamics was one of the main aspects in promoting a shift to the synthetic hormone LT4 from earlier T3-containing alternatives such as DTE, although comparative clinical assessment was widely lacking at that time.[@b5-dic-8-212597],[@b6-dic-8-212597] Although the safety profile of LT4 is well-known, few studies have addressed the long-term safety of LT3 administration.[@b167-dic-8-212597],[@b168-dic-8-212597] Over 17 years of observation, Leese did not identify increased clinical risks of atrial fibrillation, cardiovascular disease, or fractures for LT3, compared to LT4.[@b167-dic-8-212597] Only antipsychotic comedication was increased in patients taking LT3.[@b167-dic-8-212597] Tariq and colleagues compared synthetic and natural T3--T4 combinations with LT4, and found no increase in risk with the prescription of the alternatives.[@b168-dic-8-212597] Although the cardiovascular and skeletal risks of hyperthyroidism are well documented,[@b2-dic-8-212597],[@b3-dic-8-212597],[@b169-dic-8-212597] it should be emphasised that factitious thyrotoxicosis caused by LT4 overdose is an entity of thyrotoxicosis entirely different from endogenous hyperthyroidism. In clinical studies, the two conditions, displaying different equilibria, must not be aggregated and have to be analysed separately for the results to be informative on LT4 treatment. A failure to discriminate between subclinical and overt thyroid dysfunctions relates any study outcomes to the case mix rather than thyroid function, severely limiting the information contributed by a plethora of studies that have measured TSH only and reported on associated cardiovascular or bone risk.[@b2-dic-8-212597],[@b170-dic-8-212597],[@b171-dic-8-212597] The dissociation between TSH and FT4 in predicting atrial fibrillation in euthyroid subjects has already been discussed earlier.

The clinically relevant question arises when overtreatment may have occurred in a patient. Clinical symptoms may often provide an indication. As for biochemical monitoring, studies have documented TSH concentrations that exceed the populations' reference range in approximately 20% of patients receiving LT4.[@b44-dic-8-212597],[@b172-dic-8-212597],[@b173-dic-8-212597] However, LT4-induced thyrotoxicosis is difficult to verify biochemically based on a TSH measurement alone in a patient on LT4, given the uncertainty surrounding both the upper and lower limits of the TSH reference range.[@b65-dic-8-212597],[@b66-dic-8-212597],[@b174-dic-8-212597],[@b175-dic-8-212597] FT4 serum concentration is a poor marker of clinical T4 excess, because in many patients receiving LT4, FT4 levels have to be raised above the upper limit of the healthy reference range to facilitate adequate conversion of the precursor into sufficient active T3. Conversion inefficiency of T3 from T4, prevalent in LT4-treated patients, produces unphysiologically high FT4 to FT3 ratios of unknown significance.[@b86-dic-8-212597],[@b112-dic-8-212597],[@b176-dic-8-212597],[@b177-dic-8-212597] In this situation, elevated serum FT3 levels may provide a more specific, but less sensitive indicator of overdosing, when obtained with a delay of several hours before the intake of the next daily LT4 dose.[@b156-dic-8-212597] FT3 concentrations tend to be relative or absolutely low in LT4-treated patients, due to the thyroidal deficiency in the TSH-T3 shunt or the suppression of this pathway by T4.[@b86-dic-8-212597],[@b177-dic-8-212597] This is a drug-related phenomenon in otherwise healthy subjects, unrelated to non-thyroidal illness and methodological interference.[@b55-dic-8-212597],[@b63-dic-8-212597],[@b175-dic-8-212597]

TSH suppression by itself is frequently uninterpretable, being supported by some retrospective and prospective studies as clinically optimally euthyroid, whereas declared a major risk factor by others.[@b2-dic-8-212597],[@b3-dic-8-212597],[@b95-dic-8-212597],[@b156-dic-8-212597],[@b178-dic-8-212597],[@b179-dic-8-212597] A wide disjoint arising between FT3 and TSH on LT4 treatment subdivides patients into three categories of conversion efficiency, as estimated by global deiodinase activity, strong converters achieving appropriate FT3 concentrations without TSH suppression, intermediate converters associated with FT4 levels above the upper reference and as a result suppressed TSH, and poor converters showing a progressive FT3--TSH disjoint whilst failing to adequately raise or even paradoxically lowering their FT3 serum concentrations.[@b113-dic-8-212597] To complicate things further, although overt hypothyroidism was found to be associated with increased all-cause mortality, several studies have also linked longevity with a slightly hypothyroid biochemical thyroid state.[@b149-dic-8-212597],[@b180-dic-8-212597]--[@b182-dic-8-212597] However, it is unknown if this is a genetic advantage and whether it may be prognostically related to LT4 treatment in any way.

In the absence of proper stratification, wide variations amongst individuals in treatment efficiency will produce statistical aggregation bias (Simpson's paradox) in clinical studies, including RCTs.[@b10-dic-8-212597] Undue statistical averaging of treatment effects across nonuniform populations with different mathematical moments causes serious bias, not rectified by study design, in non-ergodic parameters such as thyroid hormones.[@b91-dic-8-212597]

Despite their apparent failure to account for collider stratification bias, numerous studies associating TSH concentrations with adverse treatment-related outcomes may still contribute epidemiological data and provide valuable information in relation to a population.[@b2-dic-8-212597],[@b3-dic-8-212597],[@b169-dic-8-212597]--[@b171-dic-8-212597],[@b183-dic-8-212597] However, conflicting and irreproducible results may be expected, depending on the respective patient mix aggregated in the study.[@b10-dic-8-212597] More importantly, results obtained from such studies are however not generalisable to the individual level, and become unusable in personalised patient care.[@b58-dic-8-212597],[@b92-dic-8-212597],[@b96-dic-8-212597],[@b184-dic-8-212597],[@b185-dic-8-212597] Notably, inherent non-ergodic properties of thyroid hormones and individual traits expressed in setpoints pose serious challenges for the interpretation of clinical studies,[@b91-dic-8-212597] demanding a sharply-defined distinction between epidemiological strategies and personalised outcome research.

Future directions
=================

Major diagnostic improvements should aim at revising the definition of hypothyroidism as a disease including novel clinical endpoint markers to avoid the current use of different diagnostic and therapeutic cut-offs. Treatment targets should be personalised taking into account the highly individual non-ergodic nature of thyroid parameters. When evaluating different modes of treatment, meta-analyses, systematic reviews and guidelines must be less reliant on statistical averaging, avoiding statistical aggregation bias and considering different needs of subpopulations. Another priority is the development of novel formulas to improve the pharmacokinetic profile of available LT3 drugs.

Conclusions
===========

Recent surveys have highlighted considerable dissatisfaction with the standard LT4 treatment of hypothyroidism and indicated a willingness of most thyroidologists, depending on case presentation, to circumvent treatment recommendations endorsed by current guidelines.[@b11-dic-8-212597] Expression of strong diverging patient and expert opinions coincides with recent advances in our understanding of thyroid hormone regulation in health and disease.[@b97-dic-8-212597],[@b186-dic-8-212597] A long-held tenet has been falsified that replacing only the prodrug LT4 in the treatment of primary hypothyroidism in a dose guided by the TSH reference range in thyroid health, would under all circumstances guarantee derivation of adequate amounts of T3 by various organs for their autonomous utilisation and proper functioning.[@b33-dic-8-212597],[@b36-dic-8-212597],[@b85-dic-8-212597],[@b117-dic-8-212597],[@b187-dic-8-212597] The unexpected collapse of the conventional reference system, particularly for TSH,[@b88-dic-8-212597] in the treatment situation makes current biochemical definitions of hypothyroidism unreliable tools for guiding substitution therapy of the deficiency. This requires a thorough reassessment of basic principles applicable to LT4 use in patient care, extending statistical aggregation of population results obtained from many epidemiological studies that are not readily applicable to the individual level.[@b91-dic-8-212597] Trait-like personal markers such as setpoints, together with a renewed focus on clinical disease definition and tissue markers of hypothyroidism, may offer a future perspective for making personalised treatment decisions.[@b66-dic-8-212597],[@b159-dic-8-212597] Apparent shortcomings in the standard therapy with LT4, discussed in this and other reviews, should stimulate more interest in the development of modern T3-based drugs, such as slow-release T3 preparations.
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![Range considerations for TSH measurement. Scheme A illustrates three TSH ranges of increasing width and uncertainty, a narrow range defined by the personal setpoint (region of the interlocking homeostatic equilibria including allostatic modifications and hysteresis, all of those being small in healthy individuals), a wider normal range observed when repeating measurements in an individual (within-subject variation including assay imprecision, setpoint imprecision, and biological variation) and a much wider (approximately twice as wide as the former) cross-sectional reference range observed in a healthy population (between-subject variation representing an overlay of genetic traits modifying individual setpoints, variation in peripheral parameters of thyroid hormones and biological random effects). The marked differences in these ranges arise because of the high individuality expressed by TSH. Scheme B indicates the transition from the euthyroid to the hypothyroid state, contrasting the cross-sectional logTSH--FT4 relationship with the path of the setpoint in two individuals. This simplified scheme demonstrates the non-ergodic behaviour of thyroid hormones. A progressive disaggregation of the individual correlations towards the euthyroid range produces stratification collider bias (Simpson's paradox) in statistically averaged outcome studies. For further explanations refer to the text.\
FT4, free thyroxine; TSH, thyroid-stimulating hormone.](dic-8-212597-g001){#f1-dic-8-212597}

###### 

Important influences on dose requirements of LT4.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Factor                               Influence
  ------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Gender**                           Mainly indirectly influential through lean weight

  **Age**                              Reduced LT4 requirements in older patients\
                                       Older patients may be less tolerant to the full dose of a younger person, requiring a more cautious approach

  **Body weight**                      Higher dose requirements with increasing body weight

  **Time of LT4 intake**               Morning *versus* evening medication equally effective

  **Intake of food**                   Best absorption rate in the fasting state, recommended LT4 intake 30 minutes before breakfast

  **Thyroid remnant**                  T3 instability following complete loss of functional thyroid tissue, requiring increased LT4 dose or addition of LT3

  **Regulatory deficiencies**          Altered equilibria between FT3, FT4, and TSH on LT4, compared to thyroid health\
                                       Secondary hypothyroidism due to hypothalamic or pituitary disease

  **Conversion efficiency**            Impaired activity of deiodinases type 1 and 2 in patients receiving LT4, genetic polymorphisms in thyroid health and disease

  **Resistance to thyroid hormones**   Hereditary resistance syndromes, acquired resistance due to interference of endocrine disruptors (environmental pollutants)

  **Disease aetiology**                Higher dose requirements in athyreotic patients with thyroid cancer, TSH-mediated increase of deiodinase activities and proportional T3 production in patients with autoimmune thyroiditis

  **Pregnancy**                        Increased LT4 dose requirements due to larger physiological thyroid hormone demand

  **Comorbidity**                      Decreased gastrointestinal absorption of thyroid hormones in prevalent gastrointestinal diseases, such as coeliac disease

  **Use of other drugs**               Interference of many common drugs with the absorption of LT4

  **Adherence**                        Approximately 20% of nonadherence rate to regular LT4 intake\
                                       Less influential single-dose omissions due to the long plasma half-life of the drug
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FT3, free triiodothyonine; FT4, free thyroxine; LT3, liothyronine; LT4, levothyroxine; T3, triiodothyronine; TSH, thyroid-stimulating hormone.
